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Using the quantum molecular dynamics approach we have started to analyze the re-
sults of the recent INDRA experiments at GSI experiments. For the first time we could 
identify a midrapidity source in which fragments are formed from a almost identical frac-
tion of projectile and target nucléons. In smaller systems we have not found this source. 
Nevertheless the fragment spectra at small and large angles is completely determined 
by the dynamics. We discuss how fragments are formed in the different regions of phase 
space and what they tell us about the reaction mechanism. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

To understand the formation of fragments in multifragmentation reactions many experiments have 
been performed with 47r detectors. To reproduce experimental results and to extract the reaction 
mechanism two types of models were used, dynamical [1-4] and statistical models [5-8]. The main idea 
of statistical models is the existence of equilibrium state from which the fragments are emitted. We 
investigate whether such a equilibrated midrapidity source can be identified also in dynamical models 
if the system is large. In smaller system we have already verified that it does not exists citereg,neb. 
For this purpose we will compare in the following BQMD simulations with INDRA data from the Ath 

campaign at GSI, after that we will discuss the different scenarios of fragment formation and we will 
finish by studying the existence of emitting source. 

II. THE QMD MODEL 

The QMD model is a time dependent A-body theory to simulate the time evolution of heavy ion 
reactions on an event by event basis. It is based on a generalized variational principle. As every 
variational approach it requires the choice of a test wave function </>. In the QMD approach this is an 
A-body wave function with 6 A time dependent parameters if the nuclear system contains A nucléons. 

To calculate the time evolution of the system we start out from the action 

s= r 
Jti 

with the Lagrange functional 

C =< -H\$ > 

The total time derivative includes the derivation with respect to the parameters. The time evolution of 
the parameters is obtained by the requirement that the action is stationary under the allowed variation 
of the wave function. This leads to an Euler-Lagrange equation for each time dependent parameter. 

The basic assumption of th QMD model is that a test wave function of the form 

Ac+Ap 
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is a good approximation to the nuclear wave function. This means that antisymmetrization of the wave 
function is not essential at the energies considered. 

The time dependent parameters are r | ( t ) , L is fixed and equals about 1.08 f m 2 . 
Variation yields: 

j 
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with 
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These are the (i=l..N, N—Ap + Ap) time evolution equations which are solved numerically. Thus 
the variational principle reduces the time evolution of the n-body Schroedinger equation to the time 
evolution equations of 6 (Ap + Ap ) parameters to which a physical meaning can be attributed. 

Fragments are determined here by a minimum spanning tree procedure. At the end of the reaction 
all those nucléons are part of a fragment which have a neighbor at a distance Tfrag < 2 . 5 f m . After 200 
fm/c the fragment multiplicity remains stable because only bound nucléons remain together whereas 
the others separate in the expanding system. The fragments have, however, still some excitation energy. 
The result is also not very sensitive to Tfrag in a reasonable interval for Tfrag . 

For further details of the QMD model we refer to ref. [1,2] 
To compare the QMD simulations with experimental data as realistic as possible we built up a data 

base of about 100 000 QMD events over a large impact parameter range. We have chosen a soft equation 
of state. 

a. Ill Comparison of QMD simulations with INDRA data Although the INDRA collaboration made 
us their experimental results available a direct comparison between data and theory is not possible. Even 
in the most central collisions the total charge of all measured fragments and light charged particles is 
well below the total charge of 158. In addition, the detectors suffer from double hits which modify the 
particle identification. In order to have a serious comparison we have to filter the simulation data with a 
filter which has been provided by the INDRA collaboration. How the filter modifies the raw simulation 
data is shown in fig.l where we display the yield in the transverse velocity / longitudinal velocity plane 
in the center of mass, for particles with Z=3. In transverse direction the distribution is weighted with 
1/vp . Therefore, in thermalized system we have circles of constant cross sections. Comparing top 
left and top right we can see that the filter suppress particles everywhere. This is on the first view 
astonishing because usually one expects that in forward direction the large majority of particles is seen 
in the detectors. The suppressed particles are displayed in the plot middle left. The suppression is 
strongest at small transverse momenta. Although the filtered QMD events give a fragment distribution 
which comes closer to the INDRA data, the agreement is not at all perfect. The difference between 
data and filtered event is displayed in the figure bottom right. We see that in the simulations there are 
too many fragments with a small transverse momentum left. Because the filter suppresses much more 
fragments with negative center of mass velocity (vcm) than with positive vcm the filtered QMD events 
are not symmetric anymore. Surprisingly this is also the case if we compare the difference between 
filtered data and INDRA. Even if the theory is not correct, the discrepancy between data and filtered 
events should be symmetric around midrapidity. This is not the case, one may have two reasons: Either 
the filter is not correct or the wrong simulations trigger nonlinear effects like double hits. Unfortunately 
it will be a very difficult task to find out where this asymmetry comes from. As a conclusion one has to 
keep in mind that the filter changes the simulation events considerably and is not restricted to geometry 
or energy cuts. The INDRA collaboration has decided to use the energy of light particles (Z= 1,2) 
(Etransw) for their event selection. This différés from that applied by the FOPI collaborations for the 
same reactions. It is therefore important to see whether we can reproduce that quantity. If not it will not 
be possible to compare the simulations with the INDRA datafor selected events. In fig. 2 we display the 
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viong(cm/ns)-BQMD (z=3> (bin 7&8> Vlong(cm/ns)-filtered BQMD(Z=3)(bin 7S8) 

V long (cm/ns) - BQMD-INDRA (Z=3) (bin 7S8) V long (cm/ns) - Filtered BQMD-INDRA (Z=3) (bin 7S8) 

FIG. 1. Comparison of non filtered (top left) and filtered (top right) QMD distributions for Z=3 particles for 
the most central bins with experimental results (middle left). In order to show how the filter modifies the events 
we display the difference between unfiltered and filtered events (middle right), between unfiltered simulations 
and experiment (bottom left), as well as between filtered simulations and experiment (bottom right). 

(Etransw) distribution, for unfiltered and filtered QMD events as well as for INDRA data. Because in our 
simulation the maximal impact parameter is bmax = 12fm, we can't reproduce very peripheral events. 
This explains the difference around Etransi2 — 0. The transverse energy distribution of semi-peripheral 
and central collisions are well reproduced. This can clearly be seen from figure 3 where we compare the 
Etransi2 distribution for the most central bins, bin 7 and 8 in the counting of the INDRA collaboration. 
Quite often the cumbersome filtering of the simulation events is avoided in using impact parameter cuts 
which correspond to the same fraction of the total cross section. Fig.4 shows that a impact parameter 
selection and a Etransi2 selection of the events is rather different. An impact parameter cut includes also 
events with a quite small Etransi2 • Therefore it cannot be expected that a impact parameter cut of the 
simulation events can be meaningfully compared with data selected by a Etransi2 cut. After having seen 
that the transverse energy distribution of the light charged particles in the filtered simulation agrees well 
with that of the INDRA data the next question is whether also fragments are reasonably reproduced. 
In figs. 5 and 6 we display the multiplicity distribution of intermediate mass fragments (3 < Z < 25). 
Fig. 5 displays an impact parameter average, fig. 6 shows the distribution for central events. We see, 
first of all, that the filter reduced the multiplicity considerably and brings the distribution close to the 
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FIG. 2. Distribution of events as a function of the transverse energy of light charged particles (Etrans 1 2 ) . We 
compare unfiltered and filtered QMD simulations with data (60 AMeV left and 150 AMeV right) 

FIG. 3. Distribution of events as a function of th transverse energy of light charged particles (Etrans 12) for 
the central events (bin 7 and 8 in the notation of INDRA). We compare unfiltered and filtered QMD simulations 
with data (60 AMeV left and 150 AMeV right). 

experimental one. In fig. 5 one sees the lack of events with a low multiplicity, a consequence of the 
fact that we have stopped the simulations at b=12 fm. In all cases filtered QMD events overpredict the 
multiplicity by one or two fragments. In view of the discussion about the filter it is presently difficult 
to find the origin of that discrepancy. 

III. THE DYNAMICS OF THE REACTION 

After we have seen that in QMD simulations many intermediate mass fragments are produced it is the 
next step to identify the mechanism which causes the fragment formation. We start out with semicentral 
reactions 6 < b < 8 / r a and medium mass fragments (10 < A < 20). We compare the reactions 
at 60 AMeV and at 150 AMeV. The previous figures have shown quite similar fragment observables 
distributions. In fig 7 we display the time evolution of those fragments. For this purpose the plot 
two distributions into the same figure. The color coding shows where the nucléons are, independent of 
whether these nucléons will finally be part of a fragment. The size of the squares gives the percentage 
of the nucléons (as compared to all nucléons) which end up finally in fragments of the selected class 
(here 10 < A < 20). We plot these both distributions for different time steps, on the left hand side for 
the reaction at 60 AMeV and on the right hand side for 150 AMeV. This figure is supplemented by fig. 
8 which shows the initial and final momentum distribution where the same coding has been used. We 
see, first of all, that the properties of those nucléons which end finally up in fragments are different as 
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FIG. 4. Transverse energy distribution of events selected by the transverse energy of light charged particles 
(Etransw) as compared to that using a cut in the impact parameter, both representing the same cross section 
which corresponds to the central experimental bins (bin 7 and 8) (60 AMeV left and 150 AMeV right). 
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FIG. 5. Distribution of events as a function of the multiplicity of the intermediate mass fragments. We 
compare unfiltered and filtered QMD simulations with data (60 AMeV left and 150 AMeV right). 

compared to that of the average over all nucléons. This means that in the simulation strong initial final 
state correlations are present. These we study now in detail. 

We see clearly that the 150 AMeV reaction resembles in coordinate space already the participant -
spectator behavior observed at higher energies. Fragments of mass 10 < A < 20 are formed by spectator 
matter, i.e. those nucléons which have not entered into the reaction zone. But we observe in addition 
correlations in momentum space: Here the nucléons which end up in fragments have a momentum which 
points in transverse direction away from the reaction zone. 

For the 60 AMeV reaction the time evolution is completely different. The future fragment nucléons 
are located head-on at t = 0 fm. By a global rotation of projectile and target, caused by the deceleration 
in the reaction zone, the nucléons which will form a fragment are in the center of the reaction - in 
complete contradistinction to those at 150 AMeV. At the end we observe a midrapidity source with 
a considerable in plane flow (which is attractive and not repulsive as at higher energies). Please note 
that at low energies the projectile and target fragments have masses larger than A=20 whereas at 
150 AMeV this is not the case anymore. Central collisions are rather similar and therefore we show 
only the momentum space distribution 9. Please note that the average deceleration is of course much 
stronger as compared to the semicentral reactions but the fragments at 150 AMeV, coming from the 
spectator matter, are less influenced by this. Also the in-plane flow at 60 AMeV has almost disappeared, 
as expected. Whereas in semicentral collisions the time evolution of those nucléons which end up in 
10 < A < 20 fragments is almost identical to that of 6 < A < 10 fragments a difference can be observed 
in central collisions. Here, at 150 AMeV, in addition to the fragments from the spectator matter a 
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FIG. 6. Distribution of events as a function of the multiplicity of the intermediate mass fragments. We 
compare for the central events unfiltered and filtered QMD simulations with data (60 AMeV left and 150 AMeV 
right). 

midrapidity source develops (seen clearly in the second row of fig 10) which finally creates a bridge 
between target and projectile spectator fragments, seen in the bottom row. This is reflected, of course, 
in momentum space 11 where we see - in contradistinction to the 10 < A < 20 data - a midrapidity 
source. This midrapidity source is new in this large system and has never been observed before in 
simulations of smaller systems. 
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FIG. 7. Distribution of all nucléons (colors) and those nucléons which belong finally to a fragmentlO < A < 20 
(boxes) for semicentral collisions 6 > b > 8 f m for Au + Au at 150 AMeV (left) and 60 AMeV (right) for different 
time steps during the reaction. 
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FIG. 8. Momentum space distribution of all nucléons (colors) and those nucléons which belong finally to a 
fragmentlO < A < 20 (boxes) for semicentral collisions 6 > b > 8 f m for Au + Au at 150 AMeV (left) and 60 
AMeV (right) at t = 0 (top) and t=300 fm/c(bottom). 
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FIG. 9. Momentum space distribution of all nucléons (colors) and those nucléons which belong finally to a 
fragment 10 < A < 20 (boxes) for central collisions 0 > b > 4fm for Au + Au at 150 AMeV (left) and 60 AMeV 
(right) at t = 0 (top) and t=300 fm/c (bottom). 
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FIG. 10. Distribution of all nucléons (colors) and those nucléons which belong finally to a fragment 6 < A < 10 
(boxes) for central collisions 0 > b > 4fm for Au + Au at 150 AMeV (left) and 60 AMeV (right) at t = 0 (top) 
and t=300 fm/c(bottom) 
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FIG. 11. Momentum space distribution of all nucléons (colors) and those nucléons which belong finally to a 
fragment 6 < A < 10 (boxes) for central collisions 0 > b > 4fm for Au + Au at 150 AMeV (left) and 60 AMeV 
(right) at t = 0 (top) and t=300 fm/c(bottom) 
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